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Chapter 7

Summary and Conclusion

Some of the major concerns associated with AlAs/GaAs DBRTDs and

QWITTs are the asymmetries seen in their DC-IV characteristics.  The impact that

these asymmetries have on the DC-IV parameters of interest, ∆J, ∆V, PVCR, and Jp,

are very important in designing devices that are useful in oscillator or switching type

applications.  Through the use of a composite AlxGa1-xAs/AlAs "chair" barrier, a

PVCR of 6.3 were obtained on a DBRTD structure.  This PVCR is currently the

highest reported to date, to the best of the author's knowledge, for any AlxGa1-

xAs/GaAs DBRTD device.  The minor barrier thickness asymmetries observed in the

baseline, symmetric AlAs/GaAs DBRTDs have also been investigated by intentionally

varying the top AlAs barriers.  Here the top AlAs barrier thickness was intentionally

varied on the order of a half-monolayer, based on growth rates determined from

RHEED intensity oscillations.  The device that exhibited the most symmetric DC-IV

characteristics was not the nominally symmetric structure (6ML/18ML/6ML

AlAs/GaAs/AlAs), but instead the device with a 5.5 ML top AlAs barrier.  This

indicates that there is an MBE growth asymmetry of unknown origin which causes

the AlAs barrier grown after the quantum well to be approximately half a monolayer

thicker than the barrier grown before the well.  Furthermore, in this study, an

AlAs/GaAs DBRTD with a 7 ML top AlAs barrier produced a PVCR of 5.6.  This

PVCR is the highest reported to date, to the best of the author's knowledge, for any

AlAs/GaAs DBRTD.

AlAs/GaAs DEM-QWITTs were grown by MBE, processed, and tested.

These devices utilize a doping spike downstream from the quantum well such that the

depleted drift region length is optimized at every voltage bias.  These device

structures are highly dependent on accurate doping setpoints and layer thicknesses.

The structures in this study did not achieve the desired goals since they exhibited

significant hysteresis in their J-V characteristics which may be due to parasitic series

resistance from any undepleted drift region.  These devices did, however, exhibit

higher ∆V and specific negative resistance than the baseline QWITT structures.
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The ELO technique was utilized to separate a variety of AlAs/GaAs DBRTDs

and QWITTs from their host substrates and bond them to alternative hybrid

substrates.  In addition to the requirements of a good mechanical and thermal contact,

the issues of obtaining an ohmic backside contact to the ELO DBRTDs and QWITTs

was addressed by using In-based and Pd-based metal/alloy bonds.  While the In-

based bonds appeared to have slightly better backside specific contact resistances, the

Pd-based bonds displayed dramatically improved mechanical and thermal contacts to

the surrogate substrates.  The ELO technique was shown to provide dramatic

improvement in the microwave characteristics of optically controlled Schottky-

contacted CPW structures due to the fact that optical contact to the back of the fully

depleted epi-layers of this device was now made possible by bonding the device to a

transparent substrate.  As an extension of the ELO method, thin Si epi-layers were

removed from their SOI substrates and thin InGaAs/AlAs DBRTDs were removed

from their InP substrates.  In addition, etchback of InP substrates was performed as

an alternative to the ELO method in acquiring substrateless devices.


